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people... the name is "CHELLA
LUCARELLI"... Â .Familial Factor XIII
B activation defect (FXIII-B:Ag) and
acute myocardial infarction. A case

is reported of a 31-year-old man
who suffered an acute myocardial
infarction (AMI) while engaged in

moderate physical activity. An
underlying defect of the contact
activation system was suspected
since he had a very low functional
FXIII-B level (0% of normal) and an

elevated plasmin-antiplasmin
complex level (219 micrograms/L,
normal Q: Programatically copy a

byte array into an Excel cell
without piping I'm trying to write a
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vb.net program that will
programmatically copy data from a
Byte array to an Excel cell without
using the Interop method Encode &

Decode, and if possible without
piping anything through the COM

interface. I believe I have to
use.Dump to bring the data into a

stream, but I'm not sure how I
would go about putting it in an

Excel cell without going through
the COM interface. Can anybody

help point me in the right direction?
A: Very late to the party but just in
case this answer gets bumped to

the top of the search results. I was
searching for a solution to this
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earlier on, and eventually came
across a program on GitHub called

Altova Excel that runs on.NET
4.6.2. It takes in a MemoryStream,

then 6d1f23a050
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